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A new supernatural fantasy from the creator of The Gentleman's Alliance+!Reads R to L (Japanese

Style), for audiences rated teen. Sakura is the granddaughter of a mysterious moon princess who

slew demons with her Blood Cherry Blossom sword. All her life Sakura has been forbidden to look

at the full moon without knowing why. Then one night, unhappy over her impending marriage,

Sakura gazes up at the moon, only to see a demon attacking her... Enju and the followers of the

moon are nowhere to be found after the destruction of the hidden palace. Sakura has returned with

Aoba, but the lovers may soon be parted again. The emperor has asked Aoba to take another

bride...
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Arina Tanemura began her manga career in 1996 when her short stories debuted in Ribon

magazine. She gained fame with the 1997 publication of Iâ€¢Oâ€¢N, and ever since her debut

Tanemura has been a major force in shojo manga with popular series Kamikaze Kaito Jeanne,

Time Stranger Kyoko, Full Moon, and The Gentlemenâ€™s Alliance â€ . Both Kamikaze Kaito

Jeanne and Full Moon have been adapted into animated TV series.

i was really excited for this volume to come out, but after reading it today, i feel pretty disappointed.

this volume wasn't very suspenseful, like as if you had to know what's happening next.Here's a little

summary of it:so Princess Sakura and her gang comes back from the moon and the emperor had



asked the Aoba to marry Sakura and another princess named Yuri or hand Sakura over to the chief

councilor. yeaa. so Aoba couldn't decide but he visits Princess Yuri and Yuri decides to seduce him

and sleeps with him after getting drunk. Sakura stalking him for a few days finds out that he spent

the night at yuri's place. when aoba returns sakura asked if he slept with yuri and he said he did. so

then she slapped him and decides not to talk to him. later on, lord fujimurasaki and her starts

hanging out and soon tells her that he loved her and she was the only person he desired to keep for

himself. yeaa... so this is how volume 8 ends. and also, at the end there's a sequel to I.O.N. Hoped

this helped **Princess Yuri- the blue haired girl on the cover.

My sister and I share the same interest in mangas so I brought this for her last Christmas.

I luv this series.. Its jus amazing and good.. The last volume is so sad but has a good ending.. I wish

there was more instead of this being the last book... I felt like the endong was a bit too short.. Like

there shouldve been more.. But I still luv this book.. The shipping was super fast and the book was

in PERFECT CONDITION...

Thank you for creating this book, this book inspires me and it is very interesting I hope one day we

can become friends.I love your books,they make me energetic with creativity and excitement to read

an other. Everyday I want to download an other book of yours. That is why I want to give this book a

5 star.

There are a lot of extra stories in this book series. You almost have to have read all of Arina's books

to fully understand what's going on

Wish the story was a little more romantic but it sure was action packed! Kinda wanted to see where

their relationship was going

Very happy with the shape that this was in considering that it was used. Would order again!

Read this. Read this right here. The story is only getting juicier. I can't get enough. The plot is

thickening!
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